Analysis of an early intervention distal femoral resurfacing implant for medial osteoarthritis.
A design concept was formulated for implants to treat medial osteoarthritis of the knee, using a metal plate resurfacing of the tibia plateau and a plastic bearing embedded in the distal end of the femur. A finite element analysis was carried out to determine whether a metal backing would be needed for the femoral component, and to what extent the stress and strain distribution in the trabecular bone surrounding the implant would match the normal intact condition. The CT scans from three knees scheduled for unicompartmental replacement were selected to generate computer models with variable bone densities in each element to cover a range of density patterns. Loading conditions were defined for a range of flexion angles, from loads at the center to the end of the component. A 2-peg fixation design was analyzed for both an all-plastic and a metal-backed construction. For the metal-backed, the interface von Mises stresses were close to intact values at the same level in the bone, although there was a 34 percent increase for loading at the end of the component. However, the all-plastic gave stresses elevated up to 109 percent. The maximum principal strain values for metal-backed in the trabecular bone below the implant were variable between specimens but close to intact under all conditions. In contrast the all-plastic showed strains up to 81 percent increased. The metal pegs showed load transfer, but the loads transmitted by the plastic pegs was small, as evidenced by the low interface stresses. The conclusion was that metal-backing was necessary to avoid excessive bone stresses and strains, while metal peg fixation was evidently an advantage.